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Theme 

Incorporation of species interactions and environmental drivers in assessment and management of Mid-
Atlantic fisheries. 

Purpose  

Convene scientists and managers to discuss potential strategies to more fully consider species interactions 
and climate drivers in the stock assessment process, determination of catch limits, and to build capacity 
within the region to conduct comprehensive management strategy evaluations (MSEs) as part of the Mid-
Atlantic Council’s Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management.  

Background 

The Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council (Council) recently articulated objectives relative to the 
future management of the living marine resources under its management authority in its Strategic Plan.  
Foremost among these objectives is the need to advance ecosystem approaches to fisheries management 
in the Mid-Atlantic by moving beyond single species assessment and management models through the 
development and implementation of multi-species models which incorporate environmental drivers and 
species interactions into stock assessments and fisheries management. This workshop will review existing 
single species approaches and explore alternative pathways to incorporating species and fisheries 
interactions into the Council’s fishery management policies and programs as part of its Ecosystem 
Approach to Fisheries Management.  

Part I. Framing the Issues 

Introduction - 9:00 
Mr. Richard Robins, Chairman, MAFMC 
• Brief overview of relevant Visioning Project themes and associated objectives and strategies from 

the Council’s Strategic Plan 
 
Dr. John Boreman, NC State University 
• Workshop purpose and objectives 
 
Key Concepts - 9:15  
Dr. Sarah Gaichas, NEFSC 
• Definition of terms/concepts– predator/prey interactions, competition, multifleet, interactions, etc. 
• Key aspects of species and fishery interactions problem 
• Why is single species management approach insufficient to address ecosystem level 

considerations? 
• Opportunities for incorporating species/fleet interactions in the assessment/management 

continuum 
 

 
 
  



Part II. Current State of Affairs 
 
Stock Assessment Modeling - 9:30 
Dr. Paul Rago, NEFSC 
• Current stock assessment models for MAFMC species 

- Methods of accounting for predator-prey and competitive interactions 
- Methods of accounting for fishery technical interactions 

• If we account for M2 and/or fleets with different selectivities explicitly in stock assessments, is 
that sufficient to account for species/fleet interactions? 

• Current state of multi-species and/or multi-fleet technical interaction models 
• How can/will we transition to multi-species/multi-fleet models which more fully account for 

species/environmental interactions? 
 
Multi-Species Modeling - 10:15 
Dr. Sarah Gaichas, NEFSC 
• Current understanding of trophic dynamics  
• Intermediate tactical multi-species models 
• How can we transition from single species to multi-species/multi-fleet models? 
• Introduction to IEAs and/or full ecosystem models 
 
Accounting for Fleet Interactions - 11:00 
Dr. Gerit Depiper, NEFSC 
• Overview of current permitted fleet in NE US 
• Recent and future technological interactions among fisheries 
• What information/analyses about species and technical interactions are currently available?  
• What information do we need to better account for fleet interactions in development of EAFM 

policy? 
 
MAFMC OFL/ABC Control Rules – 11:30 
Dr. Michael Wilberg, University of MD  
• Overview of OFL/ABC control rules 
• To what extent do current MAFMC ABC control rules account for species interactions and 

technical interactions?   
• US and international approaches to accounting for species and/or technical interactions in stock 

assessments and specification of annual catch limits 
 
Lunch - 12:00 
 
Part III. Methods and Models for Measuring and Accounting for Species Interactions 
 
Species Interactions with Habitat - 1:30 
Ms. Jessica Coakley, MAFMC 
• Current use of EFH/HAPC authorities  
• Innovative approaches to making habitat authorities more effective using multi-species and 

objective based approaches 
 
Climate Risk Assessment – species interactions with their environment – 2:00 
Dr. Jonathan Hare, NEFSC 
• Brief overview of climate vulnerability and risk assessment 
• How can this information be used to inform EAFM policy? 
 



Building capacity for Management Strategy Evaluations (MSE) – 2:30 
Dr. Michael Wilberg, University of Maryland 
• Basic elements of MSE  
• Using MSE to evaluate performance of ABC control rules.  
• Potential use of MSE to evaluate overall exploitation strategy (i.e., at trophic or functional group 

level) 
• How can climate vulnerability and change and range shifts/habitat changes be incorporated into 

MSE considering single stock management?  
 

Integrated Ecosystem Assessments for NW Atlantic Ecosystems – 3:00  
Dr. Sarah Gaichas, NEFSC 
• What aspects are most important to MAFMC? 
• IEA model for Chesapeake Bay (example of tradeoffs) 
• MSEs within EAFM context 

 
Council Discussion of Ecosystem Conceptual Model (led by Dr. Boreman) – 3:30  
• Describing and evaluating tradeoffs 
• What are MAFMC objectives and top priorities (i.e., what elements/tradeoffs are most important 

to be evaluated)? 
• How can we use these tools described during the workshop to develop EAFM Policy in Mid-

Atlantic for inclusion in EAFM Guidance Document? 
 
Adjourn – 4:30  
 
Discussion Questions: 
 
Workshop Discussion Questions 
 
Parts I & II 
 
1. At what levels in the assessment/management continuum should we consider species/fleet 

interactions? Conceptually how this might work? 
2. If we account for M2 and/or fleets with different selectivities explicitly in stock assessments, is 

that sufficient to account for species/fleet interactions? 
3. What is current state of development of multi-species and/or multi-fleet technical interaction 

models in Northeast US? 
4. How can/will we transition to multi-species/multi-fleet models which more fully account for 

species/environmental interactions? 
5. How can we transition from single species to multi-species/multi-fleet models? 
6. What information/analyses about species and technical interactions are currently available?  
7. What information do we need to better account for fleet interactions in development of EAFM 

policy? 
8. Do current MAFMC ABC control rules adequately account for species interactions? Do they 

consider or account for technical interactions?  
9. What approaches have been taken within US and internationally to account for species and/or 

technical interactions in stock assessments and specification of annual catch limits? 
 
 
 
 
 



Part III 
 
1. How can information about climate vulnerability be used to inform EAFM policy? 
2. Can MSE framework be extended to evaluate overall exploitation strategy for Mid-Atlantic 

stocks (i.e., at trophic or functional group level)?    
3. How can climate vulnerability and change and range shifts/habitat changes be incorporated into 

MSE considering single stock management? 
4. What elements/tradeoffs are most important to be evaluated from Council perspective? 
5. How can we use these tools to develop EAFM Policy for Mid-Atlantic for inclusion in EAFM 

Guidance Document? 


